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Arranging Flowers with Spirit

Shelley Sishton

THIS MORNING I DREW THE WHALE MEDICINE CARD FROM THE
David Carson and Jamie Sams Medicine Cards set.!Whale is the Record
Keeper of the planet – a swimming library carrying the history of

Mother Earth, using sound frequencies to communicate this wisdom and to
tap into ancient knowledge that is timeless and which exists beyond
boundaries of human making in religion, politics, education and speech.

"If you have pulled the Whale card you are being asked to tap into these records
and to allow yourself to be sung to by those who have the original language,"
DavidCarsonwrites.Healso says, "Beforetheadventofspeechandtheprimordial
language, hand signs were used, andmany tribes were silent most of the time."

This is unthinkable in ourWestern society today. Bombarded every second of
every day with billions of sounds and messages, mainly via our excessive
exposure to, and ingesting of, information via technology, being silent is
unimaginable to most. So many people say to me: "Oh, I have triedmeditation
and it doesn't work. I can't shut my mind up." Why am I not surprised by this,
when they have spent every second of every day for the last ten, twenty years
plus filled with words and general noise that are anything other than a
resonance of primordial language and sound?
If you can't ‘shut yourmind up’, then start by arranging flowers with Spirit.

What do I mean by this? In my twenty-seven years of working with flower
essences, the healing language of flowers has become part of my everyday
life. Each flower’s shape, colour, size, number of petals, scent (or no scent),
whether it loves sun, shade, dry or wet conditions, all has meaning (known as
the Doctrine of Signatures). Alongside this information, each flower has an
energetic signature – a word or note that plays like a coded message within
the whole of nature.
Flowers speak the primordial language.

For those that take the time to look and listen, each flower talks and sings to
us in its own unique way – as, of course, does every element in nature, from a
tiny poppy seed to a mighty oak tree. The frequency of this language is
beyond the constant chatter and interference of everyday media and
conversation. And it is always there.



Nature holds a complete library of information,waiting for us to decode it.

So,what is the benefit to us if we dodecode it? I believe – or rather, I know– this
library is free medicine, ‘medicine’, in this instance, being anything that
improves our connection with Great Spirit, the wisdom of nature and the unity
of all life. Butwhybother improving this connection? Because it brings personal
power, strength and understanding of how life works. At this time – when we
are moving from a ‘mechanistic, fragmented paradigm to a holistic, connected
paradigm’ – ALL of nature o"ers us the medicine we are looking for at a soul
level (personally, and planetary) to reconnectwith Great Spirit and all of life.

So, if you need a place to start, because you cannot shut your mind up, or
because you feel there must be more to life than you see and experience at
the moment and don't know what to do about it, because you are searching,
feeling a deep yearning or a slight pang, because youwitness aworld in chaos
and feel helpless at the human level to have an impact and create change,
start by arranging flowers with spirit.

Choosing the Flowers
I am a flower farmer, growing seasonal British flowers mostly from seed, as
well as a flower essence producer and writer. Almost 90% of the flowers you
see in shops, florists and supermarkets are flown in from overseas and not
grown in the UK. They will have been drenched in pesticides and chemically
treated to enable them to be imported. I am proud to be part of an ever-
expanding network of UK growers and flower farmers, called Flowers from
the Farm. We are all dedicated to growing seasonal, British flowers as
organically as possible. Our collective aim is also to re-educate people about
the flowers they buy, and, in particular, where they come from, teaching
people to understand that the provenance of their flowers impacts the
planet as much as the interest in the provenance and treatment of the food
they buy. Locally-sourced flowers grown by people who care, who are using
sustainable methods in tune with nature, are influencing planetary
biodiversity as well.
Growing with the seasons means being outside in all weathers, throughout
the whole year. This has brought me right up close with nature on my
doorstep, learning to watch the seasons unfold in their magnificence right
beforemy eyes, and to feel the subtle changes deep inmy heart. From sowing
a seed, seeing it sprout, tending it as a young seedling, to nurturing it to grow
and bloom, the journey from seed to flower is one of nature’s miracles to me,
and something I marvel at each and every day. Each stage of growth has its
own wisdom to tune into as well.
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At this timeof year, whennature is in her yin phase in theNorthern hemisphere,
having laid herself to rest, you may think there is nothing to choose from to
arrange with spirit. And yet, magic stirs in the ground in midwinter. Seeds
which have fallen in the autumn now begin to stir deep underground, ready to
burst into life as the hours of light begin to change towards Imbolc. Regardless
of the cold or wet, wrap yourself up and get outside to tune intoMother Nature
at this time of new life stirring.What do you see around you where you live?
Whether townorcountryside, takeyourself to localparks,natural spaces,wildplaces
and really look. Listen too – with your heart.What do you feel in midwinter, in the
nature all around you?What do you see? Perhaps a twig with lichen growing on it.
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A branch with buds, waiting for Spring. A seed head in the field or in your garden.
Perhapsa snowdrop, or anearlyda"odil.Maybe tulips andnarcissi, or catkinson the
trees.Salix,betterknownaspussywillow,andpinkSpindleberries inthehedgerows.
Ivy and other evergreens.Witch-hazel in bloom.Damsonblossom,Winter forsythia,
early pink prunus in flower and other early cherry blossom. Larch and pine cones.
Hellebores galore shining in the garden. Tiny clusters of pinky-white viburnum
flowers amidst their dark green leaves. Maybe even some camellias opening in
flower.Whenyou look, really look, youwill seemore, and thenevenmore.
Ask Mother Nature if you can pick what you see, and follow your guidance.
Gather a small, beautiful handful or an abundant armful. Be guided by nature
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and let yourself LOVE everything you are guided to pick. If you would like to
have seasonal blooms as well and cannot find flowers where you live, see the
list of British growers at the end of this article. There are many who o"er mail
order flowers all year round. Choose the flowers you love, from growers you
like the feel of. Let the seasonal shapes, colours and textures guide you aswell.

Next with your seasonal gathering ready, turn o! all noise. Don't answer the
phone. Don't answer the door. Get a vase or container that you love. Lay your
twigs, branches, seed heads, flowers and all sorts out on a clear surface with
gentleness. Treat them with respect and grace. Everything has put a
tremendous amount of energy into growing and being who they are, here,
in front of you. Honour this. Don't just 'bung 'em in' to your vase. Look at
each one. Observe the infinite and magical detail of each one. A work of art
right before your very eyes.
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Viburnum in !ower in our January garden. Each !ower on planet Earth is intimately connected
in character and essence to the season it blooms in. Viburnum invites you to take your attention
from the cares of the world to introduce you to your inner guide, the 'still, small voice within'

which is so easily drowned out by drumming, overwhelming thoughts.



And listen, too, to each flower, branch, berry.Whatword is it saying?What note is
it playing? If you 'think' youcannothear either, thenmaybeyoucan feel it instead.
If still nothing, then simply allow yourself to playwith your nature gathering, and
arrange everything in a way that makes your heart sing. Put them all together in
your chosen container in a way which makes you smile, laugh, feel great. It's not
a creative challenge for yourmind to give youmarks out of ten afterwards.

This is a sacred connection with the Great Spirit of each flower and aspect
of Mother Nature. A sacred moment in time. A meditative moment, a
peaceful moment to immerse yourself in.

Andwhen you are done, stand back for amoment to look at the creation that
you – and nature – have made together. The way that you have arranged
these flowers is no accident. Your mind may not have 'heard', but your whole
being has been singing along with the tune of your flowers. You have created
this sacred space with the clear intention of listening and connectingwith the
heart of nature. And with the heart of Great Spirit – and all of life.
Each time I arrange flowers through the seasons it feels like I take a flight out
to the stars. I am guided by each element, feeling intuitively where they want
to sit within the arrangement, and when I stand back at the end of the
meditation, voila! Magic has happened.

Shelley
ShelleySishton is a British!ower farmer based inKent,!owerandvibrational
essenceproducer,writer and co-founder of The Flower Therapy Foundation. Formore
information, please see:www.shelleysishton.comandwww.the-energy-centre.com.

Websites
www.flowersfromthefarm.co.uk – To find British seasonal flower growers near
you, click on FIND/Find Flowers and enter your postcode

www.cornishblooms.co.uk and www.commonfarmflowers.co.uk – Mail-order
flowers all year round delivered UK-wide

www.flowersbyclowance.co.uk – James at Flowers by Clowancewill also deliver
small orders as well as wholesale, see his website for seasonal choice.
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